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1. INTRODUCTION
Women Action Towards Entrepreneurship Development (WATED) is a non-governmental
organization in Tanzania. It was registered on September 5th, 2013 under the Non-Governmental
Organizations Act, 2002. Its goal is to build, enhance, improve and strengthen Women
Entrepreneurship economic empowerment groups through training on leadership, raising
awareness on legal, health as well as self-employment to the general public. Its founders are
seven women with different professional backgrounds, including as law and medicines.
It is in line with its mission and vision that on May 11th 2016, WATED conducted a oneday forum for lawyers to look upon how the role of partnership for development from different
stakeholders can influence the development agenda. Among issues of focus was the rule of law,
the role of lawyers in achieving SDG number 16, tax issues as well as land resources. The
session brought together legal experts from different organizations in the country.

1. FORUM METHODOLOGY
The session involved PowerPoint presentations, plenary discussions as well as Q & A session,
whereby lawyers were able to either comment, make an observation or ask questions related to
SDGs. The session was led by a well learned moderator, Advocate Aisha Bade who gave a
profile of each of the presenters and chipped in where necessary to spark the discussion. To
facilitate these discussions were experienced figures in area of Land, Tax Civil Society and Law.
Profiles of each of the panelists/presenters were unveiled before the session making it easy for
one to understand area of expertise.

2. OPENING REMARKS
Maria Matui, Secretary for WATED issued a welcome note whereby she introduced WATED
as a non-governmental institution and gave a brief background of its work and thereafter
mentioned the objectives of the session as to bring together lawyers as the legal aspect is
paramount when it comes to development. She gave a highlight of panelists as people with
expertise in law, geography, land and tax issues, saying during the session the latter would share
experiences from other countries, as some had been in the country for two years. “Legal
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framework will be shared, and it will be an open dialogue. Wated will share resolutions and see
way forward in regard to what will be discussed today on the role of lawyers in achieving
SDGs,” she said. The moderator, Advocate Asha Bade, took to the podium and issued a reminder
that the main focus of the session would be SDG number 16.

PICTURE 1: DR. D’SOUZA MAKES HIS PRESENTATION DURING THE SESSION.

3. PRESENTATIONS
3.1. PRESENTATION 1: SOURCES OF NATURAL RESOURCES, TO REALIZE
SDGs: THE ROLE OF LAWYERS – DR. GILES D’SOUZA
Dr. Giles D’souza, a lawyer and an expert on land management took participants to earlier times
on UN development goals saying it had taken a paradigm shift from Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adding that the previous was
patronage mode while the latter was partnership.
Key points: on SDGs
 SDGs represent commitment of the people and the government
 SDGs are universal, about solving inequality,
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MDGs were 8 but SDGs are 17 ranging from human rights, peace, sustainability, good
governance,
 SDGs are locally responsible
 SDGs involve inclusive goal setting.
 SDGs should reflect the involvement
 Nutrition, hunger and poverty can be separate
On FundingMDGs were funded by partners,
 SDGs must be sustainable within the countries;
 Countries must find own funding, change within self.

PICTURE 2: THE SESSION WAS LIVE

On Data revolution:
 SDGs are stronger and talk about reliability
 On Quality education:
 SDGs focus on quality and quantity.
 Land issues: are cross cutting, SDG 1:
 SDG 2:3, 2.4, (land appears in both.
 SDG 5. A Many land legislations projects are only made by 10 percent of women as most have no
documents on the land they own.
 SDG 14.1, 15,
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 Land is touched upon in several SDGs.
 Law meets all SDGs as is the case with land.
 National Legal Infrastructure: the economy is driven by information.
After the presentation, Dr D’ Souza posed the following questions:
 What role could lawyers play in SDGs?
 Is there a strategy, resolution, commitment
 Does the land laws maintain sustainable SDG, is it protective enough, is TLS
contributing on how it wants to protect them?
He cited the Land Policy (1995) Review- saying in other countries Law Society pay special
interest to look for legal terms and define them within SDGs.
Participants were taken through the Theory of Change box and later on the presenter called upon
the need to strengthen the land security rights and the ability to use it as collateral.
“Doing it properly would make lawyers come with good cases to improve the land tenure and
security situation in Tanzania. Women with land and inheritance rights earn up to 3.8 percent
than the rest. Tanganyika Law Society needs to develop own M and E against targets,” said the
presenter.

4. QUESTIONS, REJOINDERS &COMMENTS

1. Question: Promoting peace and access to justice SDGs 16,- how can Tanzania make this
happen?
Rejoinder
Dr. Ndumbaro: there is a need to include the question of rule of law, good governance
and accountability mechanism to ensure goal number 16 is properly implemented. Lack
of it means lack of inclusive society and lack of harmony and a miss of much needed
justice, there will be no education, poor health, nutrition. The goal is a catalyst in terms
of implementing the other processes. There are good policies and legislations but poor
implementation due to lack of inclusiveness. Most policies are imported and people
consider it foreign because it is kept far away from the society. We ought to take
whatever good it is and inculcate in our values.
On Land regime: We need to customize the SDGs according to our environment or else
we won’t go anywhere. Village leaders are quite aware of their rights, when someone
corrupts them they give the land. Well qualified people who know what to do bows down
to corruption. The patronage approach was not good, but the partnership is
. Customization and inclusiveness is vital to achieve SDG as the two will make people
own the SDGs.
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2. Comment: Dr. Chitralekha Massey
The rule of law is a fundamental human right. The need for basic standards and right to
health, safe and clean water, education, food, and equal rights. SDGs are all interlinked
and ought to work in a package. Ignoring one of the goals such as gender equality will
cause a fall out in all of the SDGs. We ought to see it as an interrelated package. Peace
and justice is a natural home for lawyers. Inclusiveness is part of civil and political rights,
about justice, and peace and the vice deserves unpacking to see one of each issue and
each of the elements which make other institutions. Two institutions are mentioned so
much on UPR, one of the most popular one, human rights and right to development is
interlinked. Capacity of the Commission for Human Rights and Good Governance
(CHRAGG), electoral institutions and PCB, were mentioned again and again,
effective institutions mean a better society. There are a lot of good legislations in place,
but its implementation such is the case with the Law of the Child in Zanzibar which has
won an accolade yet statistics of child abuse are shocking. The number of girls who fall
out of school due to early marriage is bad. About 600 women on average get killed due
to witchcraft beliefs annually. Statistics from the Tanzania Human Rights Report 2015
compiled by the Legal and Human Rights Report indicate that more than 400 elderly
women were killed during the year due to witchcrafts beliefs. The government should
deploy a similar campaign used to curb malaria and HIV/AIDS to tackle its problems.
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FIGURE 1 A PANELIST EVA NILSON RESPONDS TO QUESTIONS DURING THE SESSION

Rejoinder: Eva Nilson: an expert in political science said there can never be
development without the rule of law in place. Tax is one of the core issues, a proper tax
system has revenue, free distribution and linked to reducing inequality representation, a
good tax system creates accountability and they are all linked to SDG 16. When citizens
pay taxes they expect to get services.
There is a global challenge on policies,
especially on financial flows, tax evasion and criminal money. African countries lose
one billion a year due to financial flows. Lacks of policies and laws have a lot to do with
that and Lawyers are the biggest intermediates in this. We need bad lawyers to stop.
Moral issue is a big question as if there are politicians hiding money in panama and say
they are alright then it is an issue. Transparency- in Tanzania has no public registrar of
beneficial owner of properties I have failed to find financial reports of finish companies
operating in Tanzania in Finland. Tax incentive is a very tough trend to use, it is not a
sustainable way to go, it is an issue of inequality. The income tax system is quite
progressive and that is what is wanted for development. Many workers are not registered
as many informal employers are not registered. Lawyers are so powerful that they have
the power to draft legislation to stop tax evasion.
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3. Comment: Imani Kaduma
Tanzania has for a long time been trying to address all the mentioned issues in the SDGs
during the first governance system on working hard to eradicate poverty, equality and to
curb diseases. The Second phase government were pioneers of inclusiveness, Ujamaa,
tried so.
There were a lot of commissions including the Nyalali one. SDG 17, the
inaugural speech by the president has most of things under SDG 17. Accountability
touches institutions, ujamaa failed because of corruption, lack of inclusiveness, the few
people given the mandate to foresee it either mismanaged, or lost direction.
o SDG 16: the constitution review process to move towards 50/50 is part of the
equality of women; there have been a lot of institutions, amid discussion.
o On children some laws, on corruption PCCB.
o Messages in policies ought to be taken into actions.
o Tax evasion – has to do with moral conviction. Morals should inform the
law. We have lost sight of our moral values. We are this stage because
somewhere people stopped to adhere to morals. NIDA – what has happened to
it. Prior to 1992, any investor was required to disclose financial statements and
that disclosure is only required to financial banks and micro finance institution.
Judge Samatha was bold enough to challenge a case on prerogative order.
On Land: D’souza: there is a need to build capacity as the knowledge are owned by very
few. There is a need to build capacity on land issues. Land clashes between herders and
peasants:
The law is very good including the land right as it involves customary rights,
centralization is bad l. district governments have no capacity. The law enforces the
village to manage the land yet authorities rip off the villages. The law is supposed to be
inclusiveness. Decentralization is vital. Unless you build capacity you will never
implement that law.
4. Comment: Countdown from independent - Judicial and Rule of law -Dr. Ndumbaro
It is very difficult for every person to be moral upright. Whoever is immoral should be
held accountable for their actions. There is a political will at the top level but is not
translated at the bottom. If it goes uncheck, then those up will get tired. There is a need
to institutionalize the slogan from the bottom. Suspend people and put accountability
mechanism for people to give you feedback that things are not moving or else it will be
meaningless. On the court for economic saboteurs: the court should be the one to punish
the alleged saboteurs instead of politicians doing so. You must have a good investigation
and prosecution systems. Have a well good and well checked mechanism. Institution
framework, improve it.
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FIGURE 2 DR, NDUMBARO ONE OF THE PANNELISTS MAKES A POINT DURING THE SESSION

5. Question: Rule of law is a setback to sustainable development and what is needed is
much commitment, expertise with less or little adherence to the rule of law.
Rejoinder: Chitraleka Massey: rule of law is very essential to maintain a just and
peaceful society. Lack of it is tantamount to corruption, inequality. There are many
weaknesses corruption in police, judiciary, a weak rule of law, the entire criminal justice
procedure, penal reform, the killer of Daud Mwangosi is what indicates lack of rule of
law.
Dr. Ndumbaro: Rule of law is not bureaucracy nor is it a setback but rather a foundation
and pinnacle of mechanism, a system which creates an orderly society. Rule of law is
equality to the law, and creates a relationship between citizens and the government. Rule
of law brings certainty and predictability. Without it, there is no peace.
Imani:Rule of law is not an impediment; it can only be so when misused by those with
selfish interest at heart. Our attitudes hinder us from achieving SDGs and not the rule of
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law. We should think on what is to the best interest of this nation. SDGs can be
applicable to the day to day project. Go to schools you went and share the SDGs.
6. Question: What is the role of education and capacity building in achieving SDGs
D’souza: rejoinder: the people who know manipulate those who don’t know. There is
capacity for a few in the village. Not enough people know on their entitlements. It is an
opportunity to real own it people ought to design a mechanism to make it work. There are
a lot of people who mean well but don’t know how to make it happen. Check on legal
infrastructure especially on legal terms.
7. Comment: The problem with our laws is customizing, we import laws the way they are
without seeing on whether they are relevant to us. The Marriage Act of 1971, we have
youth marriage, polygamy, and wanted to curb them, but Tanzania works with the law
that still condones it. People don’t feel part and parcel of the laws. Village land act: the
problem is not capacity but rather corruption. Lawyers should be patriotic and there is a
reason over why we had the land act. Someone knows that it is easy to manipulate those
in rural areas on land because no elites are there.
Dr. Assey: why are lawyers so quite with the shrinking space of democracy – why no
reaction on cyber, statistics , all laws have saved to reduce space and freedom of
expression, how can we have accountable and strong institution, this is a fundamental
requirement. How about the black out of TBC in showing the Bunge sessions: The SDGs
are an opportunity for all of us for a transformation. We have to set a legacy for our
children and those to be affected positively or negatively will be our children. It is one of
the most inclusive, participative processes and can bring great change. It is not about the
government doing it, but rather every single person must play the role to make it happen.
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FIGURE 3 DR. CHITRALEKHA MASSEY CLARIFIES A POINT

Rejoinder - Dr. Ndumbaro: On the order to stop live coverage of Bunge: the issue
has sparked a lot of public debate, it is caused by lack of law on freedom of expression or
access to information. It is not by chance but typical by design to deprive
information. We don’t want to be taken accountable to the society. Tanzanians don’t
have an opportunity to judge their MPs or judge their government. Pressure on media led
a former Prime Minister to step down. The Cybercrime Act 2015 is below standard
doesn’t meet any human rights standards. The Electronic and Post services are worse yet
nothing done on that. Someone has said MPs are misbehaving as they fight. It is not
right; don’t deny my right on account that giving it to me I will misuse it.
Imani: Cybercrime, access to information: a bill can pass be it by majority in
Parliament, we need to be active.
Nilson: It is very hard to support advocacy CSOs in Tanzania due to lack of
transparency, and not to mention of lack of information. Access to Information Bill in
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Tanzania raise a lot of concern as there is more restricting to access rather than access to
it

5. CLOSING REMARKS
Maria Matui, WATED Secretary thanked all participants for their time promising to share the
resolutions. The session ended at 5.00 pm.

PICTURE 3: PANELISTS GOT THE CHANCE TO CHAT WITH WATED OFFICIAL
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